I propose that the council consider changes to the sablefish DTL fishery. The goal would be to have a year round, stable sablefish fishery for fishermen, managers and law enforcement.

My idea on how to do this is:

1. Select a window period. I propose we use 2007-2012. During those years it was a boom time in the fishery. A lot of people spent a lot of money buying permits. To ensure their investment is realized, this window period would work well.

2. Figure out the percentage of DTL each permit caught during the window period and convert those pounds to the permit for a year round fishery.

In the past the council has always allocated the fish to the fishermen who have depended on the fishery. The council should allocate the DTL fish to fishermen that have been fishing in the DTL fishery. The unendorsed permits would be included in the allocation.

The benefit from this change:

Law enforcement: will not have to spend their time on monitoring landings and trying to determine if hundreds of boats are over their limit by 10 pounds per trip.

Fishermen: can fish these pounds on their own time frame, there will be less need for high grading, it provides stability to plan out your entire fishing year without having to worry about if the DTL fishery will go up, or down, or cut off.

Managers: will be able to plan their year round fishery one time, no spending time on in-season changes, and no more staff time on monitoring and guessing effort. They can also implement the fishery close to the maximum pounds without fear of going over.

Observers: since this is not a full retention IQ program, all they have to do is observe on a selected boat the tier amount during some point of the year. For example, the fishermen must give the observer company a one month advance notice of when they will be fishing on their tier amount. This way there would be no change in how the observer program operates, they just plan for their trips.

Overall, I see this proposed change providing flexibility and stability for all parts of the industry. Thank you for considering my proposal.

Jeff Miles. GAP, F/V Top Gun (541)-260-0941
Dear Chair Lowman and Council Members:

My husband, Bob Eder and I are owner/operators of the F/V Timmy Boy, based in Newport, Oregon. We fish for sablefish under the LE Fixed Gear program, and also participate in the trawl IQ program, using fixed gear.

We are submitting this letter as public comment under two agenda items, as I have received varying guidance from NMFS and Council staff as to where this would best fit.

We would like to propose a rule change to 50 CFR 660, Subpart C, Section 660.12 (a) (11). This rule currently provides that it is a violation to fail to remove all fish from the vessel at landing (as defined in § 660.11) and prior to beginning a new fishing trip. “Land or Landing” is defined in the regulations as: “To begin transfer of fish, offloading fish, or to offload fish from any vessel. Once transfer of fish begins, all fish aboard the vessel are counted as part of the landing."

Recently, we’ve received various interpretations as to how this rule is applied, depending on whether it is Fixed Gear Limited Entry Sablefish, or Trawl IQ Sablefish. It appears that if it is our trawl sablefish, it can be unloaded at 2 different locations, as long as they are both licensed first receivers. Conversely, it appears that if it is fixed gear sablefish, the rule is being interpreted to require we offload all our fish at one time, which, practically speaking, means at one location.

We’d like a rule change so that when we come in with a load of fixed gear sablefish, we can unload some to a buyer at a public hoist, for example, and then deliver the remainder to our main processor. Fish tickets, paper or in the future, electronic, would be written at both places for the amount sold, and the LE fixed gear permit numbers would be on the tickets so the fish is accounted for.

One of the reasons we’d like to do this is so we can potentially add value to our fish. We’d like to sell to an emerging live sablefish market, which does pay premium prices. We may also want to deliver fish across the dock and sell some of our fish to our own fish company for custom processing. In either event, the rule currently prohibits our ability to develop markets for our fixed gear fish, other than selling the entire load at one place for one set of prices.

A change in the rule as described above would provide for additional economic opportunity and development, to benefit the entire coast wide fixed gear fleet, and the public it serves.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Michele Longo Eder and Bob Eder
F/V Timmy Boy
Argos, Inc. P.O. Box 721 Newport, OR 97365
541-265-3337 office, 541-270-1161 cell, 541-265-6633 fax, michele@michelelongoeder.com